


I Hate Febreeze by Baily Rossi

His name was Dylan, and he used Febreeze as cologne. Not 
really, but he sprays it around his room so often that his 
skin has begun to absorb it. It’s scent still sticks to me 

like it’ll never wash off. 

I often find myself thinking about the stickiness of people.
Like the way people attach to you is a reflection of their ad-
hesive power. The feeling of sweat as it dries on your brow. 
The way honey drips down the curves of your fingers and you 

have to lick it off. The way a band aid pulls and tugs on your 
skin as it secures itself to you. 

If I had to explain the stickiness of Dylan, I 
suppose I’d call him super glue. It’s attack is 
quick, drying itself almost permanently to its 

victim.
Useful? Yes.

Does it fit it’s purpose? Almost always.
Super glue mends things that are snapped in half 
or shattered into pieces. It feels like it can fix 
basically anything; put things back into their 
proper place. But sometimes I don’t think things 
need to be brought back together. Some things are 

better off a little broken.



I find myself thinking about this time my grandpa let me play 
with super glue in his work shed. I was putting everything to-
gether: nails to walls, pieces of wood to one another. It made 
everything go hand-in-hand. I was squeezing the thick substance 
onto a bolt, when I suddenly felt it dripping onto my hand. I 
began rubbing it off with my other hand, finding myself in a 
bind… Literally. An hour of crying and scolding water later, I 
was free; but I still have this scar on my left pointer finger. 

It was the first scar I remember getting.

Now I think about the stickiness of Dylan. My bare legs 
sticking to the hot leather seats of his beat up, old 

car. The way his gum fell into my hair when we both fell 
asleep, cuddling to his favorite Bob Dylan album. The way 
an image of him sipping beer and knocking the cold can 
against my forehead, smiling, sticks in my mind. The 

scent of Febreeze stuck in my nose…

Not everyone is meant to play around with 
super glue, I should have learned that 
when I got my first scar. I didn’t real-
ize there will always be some scars that 

are harder to look at than others. 
I guess some people are just stickier 

than others, and my only regret is that 
I wasn’t more adhesive. 



Sometimes it’s scary
Because things you care about can 
make you afraid
To lose them
Because in effect
You fear you will also lose
A part of yourself.

Glue that dries and then peels
Does not leave as it arrived
It does not leave alone,
It takes some part of what it was 
attached to, with it,
Leaving behind a new circumstance,
A fresh wound
A raw layer
A layer of the unfamiliar
Because the familiar has been 
ripped away.

Straining to find your way,
Alone and feeling afraid
With an elusive pain. 

What does one do now with this 
strange terrain?
What is there to do but to explore and 
begin anew.

Sometimes it’s frightening
But sometimes it’s enlightening.

LLLLLL
LOSING
 by Naomi P.



Shelby came to visit a friend she hadn’t talked 
to since high school.
The friend was named Irene 
And she wore organic oil that smelled repulsive.
She also refused to eat anything that wasn’t 
bought from the co-op 
Or grown from her own potted collection of agri-
culture.

But Shelby didn’t mind these things,
Purely because they were unique to Irene.
And quite honestly, that seemed to be true to 
most people in IV.
Not that they all wore hippie oil or refused to 
pay for something not organically produced,
But they were all bred with this sort of 
uniqueness, 
A property Shelby couldn’t help but attribute to 
their environment.

They had evolved in a place that isn’t as circu-
lar as the rest of the world.
IV had bumps and angles and odd lines running 
through it’s core. 
There was something that struck her about the 
way every image stuck in her head.
Fluttering moths that came out around 5:30 and 
wouldn’t leave this tree alone till sunset.
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Sticky Feet 
 
    by Baily Rossi

We play games of chase with the 
memories that haunt our waking 
dreams,
Soft moments escalating into hard 
facts.
I spin myself around the wheel of 
time,
Pulling up from the ground like 
there’s sap on my feet,
Trying to get somewhere other than 
where I’ve been.
The same thought running me over 

time and time again,

“Will I ever escape?”

And I’m so anxious 
to start moving 
faster.
So anxious that 
I can’t tell
Whether I’m be-
ing chased
Or chasing some-
thing I’ll never 
catch.
But maybe I’m 
playing the game 

wrong,
And maybe the point 

isn’t to outrun those 
things that make imprints on the 
surface of our souls.
Maybe the point is to befriend 
them.
Hold them.
Lead them.
Take them.
Hand-in-hand.
Not certain, but not unsure.
A word and a definition,
A metaphor and its meaning.
Like old friends,
Catching up.

She inhaled the permeant scent of 
Salty sea air and felt dirty every 
Time she walked into someone’s house… 
And loved it.
Shelby had never been to a place that 
could feel so whole, 
Even if most people only lived there 
for four years. 

She had never entered a neighborhood 
And left feeling like she had been to 
another world.
Shelby stayed the night on 
her old high school friends 
couch,
Smelling worn out perfume 
and extinguished ciga-
rettes,
And felt like I.V. might 
never actually leave 
her.

Weird imprints of fallen leaves 
Forever embedded in the concrete 
sidewalks.
A boy balancing a 30 rack on his 
handlebars as he biked away towards 
somewhere unknown.



I nconsistently,

N ot knowing how to rid of   this fright

E ver escalating paranoia in my     head

V ital signs falling as rapid as the frozen   falls 

E ternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind        may be the way to go

R everse the curse of the hurt you left on      the fragile bones of their souls

R ealizing too late

E rasing is not an option

M ind bent in a nest of chaos which     memories can free you?

E xit through the light at the end of         the tunnel? that’s just a  
               window you fool.

 
M elancholy road deceiving even the             sneakiest of thieves

B ribing the man upstairs to start        this game over,reverse,  
            rewind, retry

E ven the dirt in my mind was          never so kind as the path  
                washed away those lies

R emind me to forget these         regrets.

InConsistency
By Naomi Patton



A bee hung on her lip
A buzzing question
Answered by the soft opening of her 
mouth
An insisting sigh and hungry moan.
It entered her gaping lips
And traveled through the depths of her 
being
Resting at dark corners
Hurrying down long tubes that felt like 
crooked crosses.
She wanted to be filled with honey,
The dripping sweetness of an allusive 
insect
Who can’t help but sting.
She wanted to be filled, her questions
To reach conclusions.
The bee found it’s way to her brain,
Which was filled with a swarm of angry 
insects
With nowhere to 
run or buzz or fly 
or bite.
A mass of use-
less potential.
The bee was stuck 
in the puddle of it’s 
own honey.
It had nowhere to go, nowhere 
to be,
So rather than be helpless
The bee began buzzing.
It got angry and hot,
Until it was unstuck
And swarming along with all 
those things that get trapped,
Buzzing, humming, ringing.
Along with all the little critters 
crawling around her head.
It never came back out, none of 
them ever did.
Her lips, painted red,
Sealed shut in sudden silence.
She couldn’t hear the buzzing,
She was blind to the buzzing chaos inside 

  

 Oh 
     Honey

by Baily Rossi

her very being.
And all she could do was open her mouth 
again, inviting and enticing the next thing 
that buzzed on her tongue.
Convinced that she was still hungry, still 
empty.
She was waiting for the taste of honey.



This Place
 by Naomi Patton

When things stick we don’t want it.

When they refuse to, we wish they would.
People, places, and things—
But most importantly, it’s the memory.
The memory of that person, the memory of what 
happened with that person in that place,

 and the memory of that person in that certain 
place involving that specific thing.

We are no longer around that person, we are no 
longer in that place, and we no longer have that 
thing. 
Yet, it is still a part of us. That person, that place, 
or that thing remains in the depth of our amygdala 
sometimes seeping out through the crevices of our 
brain onto surface level.

Wipe it away wipe it away, sweep that shit out of 
here!
Time for some Spring cleaning. But this is what we 
say every Spring because it returns, it resurfaces 
every year.

The dirt sticks.

That person we don’t wish to remember, that place we 
don’t wish to go back to, and that thing we don’t wish to 
recall.
They stick because they are a part of us and we are a part 
of them; 

We are a part of them.

We too, have stuck with that person, left our mark in that 
place, and left our touch on that thing. 

Why does dirt stick?
Why does that person stick?
Why does that place stick?
Why does that thing stick?
Why do these memories stick?

Maybe it’s survival.
Maybe it’s a lesson.
Maybe it’s a scar.
Maybe….maybe it’s just the adhesive nature of people, 
places, and things.





Let’s test our misfortunes

Dreaming up lonely thrills

Have them pinch at my stride

Pulling stitches from the heel

What peeves will fester there

Stringing along thick gauze

To wring out the clarity of our 

years

Until I know you only

Through stains and traces

Your socks on the floor

And shavings in the sink

Fantasy
by Eva Garrett



A white balcony lip hangs over steep ragged 
hills. The night isolates its pale face amongst 

the surrounding wood and brick homes. It 
stands alone from the mansions that cling to 
the ribs of the surrounding cliffs, stretching to 
coddle a still pool in its plaster grasp. Undis-

turbed, the pool is an extension of the house’s 
mirrored walls, proudly displaying tidy white-

tiled seclusion under its roof.
Its doors swing open.  Young bodies wan-
der about, scuffing the floor in a trudg-
ing wave of squeaking sneakers. The 
home’s presence on the hill wavers; 

its white interior is cast over with grey 
shadow and smoke. Throughout the 

night the bodies file in with an unending 
demand the house cannot supply. Every 
guest, every invader, pressures the binds 

of its capacity. They corrode its wide 
glass doors with their leaned shoulders 
and smudges of sweat. Lights are hung 

and boil as shades of green and 
orange, blistering the hillsides with 

their fluorescence. Music overthrows 
the home’s last frontier of contain-

ment. The bodies burst outdoors, fleeing 
towards the empty terrace and away from 
the concentrated scent of plastic-bot-
tled booze. They fly to the balcony 
ledge and hang themselves lazily 

over its white gate. The nightly cool 
breeze stumbles down the val-

ley over their burning backs. 
There they stand in ecstasy 
from the reinvigorating air, 
feet fastened by the sticky 

pools of dried beer.

Still House 
    By Eva Garrett



Soon new entertainment presents itself. Some have found their way to the roof, posed as 
staggering figureheads at the house’s stern, leading others to the night’s next debauch-
ery. One figure steps off, going downward head first. The fall seems longer than it takes, 

as each plummeting foot renders its own possible tragic end upon impact. He is met with 
a rare result; the face of the pool nets the body and slips it within, as it slides beneath the 

surface and dissolves from sight. One by one, the viewers follow suit in this spectacle. They 
throw themselves in, absolving themselves of the night’s grime, each splash of entry spray-
ing the balcony with ash and chlorine. The excitement and figures eventually trickle back 

to their own homes in the middle of the night, leaving the house far seeming more empty, 
drained of its defenses. The pool is filled with trinkets of the night’s conquest, its surface 
writhing in the presence of crinkled cans and bottles skimming its delicate surface. The 

house clings to the familiarity of the hills, weighted by its residue. The touch of the morning 
sun reveals the tarnish of within its white balcony lip and the house waits for passing shad-

ows to deceive the view of its bruises.

Guts tug at sluggish lungs
Gripped by ribs slipping under skin

Searing as knees heave
Soles off a velcro road

Burning in an earnest effort 
To swap sweat with the sea breeze

Creaking ankles kick out
Intent to inflict blistered fitness

On form slouched in a groundward slope
Aimed to fall back and shatter

To brittle bits spit by the wind
Settling some still                   
space cooled in       

  shadow.

Exhaust by Eva Garrett




